
 Walker has declared!  They will 
not take part in any violence that 
may arise.  They do not care 
what the crisis is: winter carnival 
riots, general riots over having to 
pay tuition (it already happened 
in Britain…), broomball riots, CS 
takeovers, zombies, whatever 
horror you can conjure up in 
you poorly light, over (or under) 
heated college living hole…. 
The new HDMZ in Walker will 
not be the place for everyone 
to wait it out in peace.  

They may call it the ‘Humanities 
Digital Media Zone’, but the 
all-knowing bullhead.gif knows 
better than that. Bullhead.gif 
told us that if we want to hide 
away in ‘safety’ then we should 
have access to the Houghton 
De-Militarized Zone (HDMZ) 
so we can attempt to make it 
though the next revolution. The 
HDMZ is equipped with all kinds 
of fancy toys that will make the 
impending doom that is just 
outside the zone a little more 
enjoyable.  
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We’re too hip to care about the Super 
Bowl... who’s playing again?
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“The male is a domestic animal 
which, if treated with firmness, 
can be trained to do most things.”
     -Jilly Cooper

AILY
is that New Hampshire?  Anyways, 
only Vermont syrup, not that pretend 
stuff they make in Michigan or other 
especially that fake junk you can buy 

in the su-
per mar -
ket.  Mrs. 
B u t t e r -
swor th? 
Ha! More 
l ike Mrs. 
F a k e r -
sworth.  

You must 
wear 

flannel at 
all times 
that you 
are par-

ticipating 
in being 

a lumber 
jack

Flannel has proven not only to make 
you look the most manly while cut-
ting down defenseless trees, it’s 
also tougher than Kevlar in deflect-
ing falling wood and preventing 

D
As some of you may know, I dabble 
part-time as a lumberjack.  Cutting and 
splitting wood is a tough and dangerous 
occupation with many stringent require-
ments, some 
o f  w h i c h 
would scare 
the faint of 
heart.   

Y o u  M u s t 
L i k e  P a n -
cakes

This is not an 
option.  You 
have to en-
joy pancakes 
in all shapes, 
s izes ,  and 
v a r i e t i e s .  
And not by 
themselves 
either.  Piled 
high with some 
eggs and bacon, and completely 
smothered with Vermont Maple Syrup.  
That’s right kiddies, Vermont, the land 
of maple syrup and some other things 
that history might remember, such as 
a big rock that looks like a face…or 

The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like being left of right.
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Nice Axe! (say that ten times fast)

By Jeremy “Mr. Sunshine” Loucks ~ Daily Bull

By Frank McGuire  ~ Daily Bull

HDMZ

Lumberjacking it

Researchers have discovered pizza has the same 
effects on your brain as marijuana.  They discovered 

something else too, but i can’t remember what.

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com 
10% Discount for All Students

Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

482-5100482-5100482-5100482-5100
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Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!
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... see 38th Parallel on back

... see WOODY on back
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splinters.   Besides, it makes excellent 
camouflage when hiding from those 
protesting hippy bastards that want 
to “save the trees, man.”  

Bear-Wrestling

One must be proficient at bear-wres-
tling, as it is the preferred pastime of 
lumberjacks around the world.  This 
tradition began during an especially 
harsh winter, where the lumberjacks 
had to wrestle the bears in a life-and-
death struggle for food, with the lum-
berjacks emerging victorious.  When 
you see people wrestling imaginary 
bears, know that they are truly just 
unemployed lumberjacks reliving their 
greatest battles.  

The Beard

Legendary facial hair is another aspect 
of being a woodsman.  No self-
respecting lumberjack ever allows 
his beard to be less than 3/4 inches 
long, and those who shave are not 

... WOODY from front

Cameras can be had to document the 
doom of anything from your favorite 
broomball team, to MTU itself, to the entire 
world.  Then there are those nifty full color 
printers to get your end-of-the-world 
pictures printed out for future generations 
to discover in the ashes that was once 
a peaceful place. There are tons of big 
screens to watch your favorite cartoons 
as the city burns, or you can sit at one of 
the multiple computers and work with 
wicked software designed to make those 

documentaries look like a million bucks (or 
maybe just 800 but close enough when 
tomorrow may never come…).   

Mac and Windows are allowed to sit 
peacfully together in the new HDMZ, 
showing that there are no lines that cannot 
be overcome while locked away in the 
Houghton De-Militarized Zone… Now  
to finish that paper before they send out 
their super spy drones to ‘harvest the 
information’...

only shunned, they are fired.  A few 
actors and sports figures are seen 
with pretty impressive facial hair, but 
they’re actually just incredibly suc-
cessful lumberjacks.  Gerard Butler 
and Chuck Norris are lumberjacks; 
slaying acres of forest prepared them 
for jobs slaying thousands of villains 
on the silver screen.  

Tools of the Trade

A lumberjack has many tools at his 
disposal.  His axe, his saw, his can of 
snuff, his beard, his wits, his bulging 
biceps, his speed, his axe, his flannel, 
his…you get the picture. If you’re 
not a chew guy, it’s ok, they make 
beef jerky that comes in chew cans.  
Mmmm jerky. Just like chew, except 
meatier... and not tobacco. 

Wearing Women’s Clothing

Lumberjacking is not like Brokeback 
Mountain. Also, Screw you Monty 
Python.  

By Jon “Big-O” Mahan ~ Daily Bull ~China Builds American Cars; 
Parts from America, Sources Say

BEIJING, CHINA- The Chinese govern-
ment announced today that it was 
ready to take on the US in the car mak-
ing industry. The Chinese, who have 
stayed mostly out of the American 
car market, have decided to step up 
their game. The Chinese are going to 
put out many American style cars for 
express sale in America.

“Well, what we’re doing is basically 
taking the same shitty American cars 
that everyone is used to driving 
in America, and then having it as-
sembled by Chinese people, thus 
eliminating their seeming grudge 
about losing American jobs to cheap 
chinese manufacturing, and then sell-
ing it to them for crazy low prices.”

Consumer reports of the cars already 
look promising for the Chinese. 
“Wow, it feels just as crappy as my 
own real ford! I can barely tell the 
difference!” Said a Sally Fortwright 

of Flint, Michigan. “You mean you’re 
telling me that this isn’t a crappy 
Government Motors car that Obama 
bailed out?”

“Wow, it actually feels like an im-
provement!” said one Dan Misnhap 
of Detroit.

Varying consumer reports have called 
for copyright, or patent infringing on 
the part of the Chinese, however, 
the US has denied that ‘crappy qual-
ity’ and ‘terrible gas mileage’ as well 
as ‘looking like crap’ are not things 
one can patent. They are however, 
something that a company can strive 
for should they find it appropriate.

The auto workers unions are already 
rioting in the street, crying outrage at 
the Chinese intrusion into their market. 
The workers seem to be asking for yet 

another bail out to help GM and Ford, 
among other car companies, begin 
make higher quality cars.

“Ford? High quality? Dont make me 
laugh! We Chinese know quality, or 
atleast lack of it, and ford has no 
quality. Maybe if they had the income 
of all of China, maybe.” said the head 
of the Chinese government.

In either case, this coming year should 
prove to be an interesting one for car 
makers across the country. With the 
chinese entering the market, there’s 
a new competitor for cheap, crappy 
cars. Luckily, they can never claim 
one thing, They can never claim to 
be MADE IN AMERICA (even though 
a large number of american cars are 
made over seas, and a large number 
of foreign cars are made here.)

Nothing says ‘Ford’ or ‘American’ or ‘Quality’ like the Pinto!


